1. Introduction. Let X { be a metrizable continuum for each positive integer i, and let f { be a mapping of X i+1 onto X t . Let X be the inverse limit space of the inverse system ({XJ, {ft}); in notation X -lim ({XJ, {/«}), and let π t be the projection mapping of X onto X 4 . In [2] it is proved that if metrics d ί for X { are properly chosen then the inverse limit space X = lim ({XJ, {f t }) is locally connected if and only if the collection {{X u d i )\i a positive integer} of metric spaces is equi-uniformly locally connected. Also the X i were embedded in their cartesian product in such a way that Xis locally conndected if and only if the sequence X^ X 2 , X 3 , converges O-regularly to X.
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In this paper similar relations between semi-local connectedness, equi-uniform semi-local connectedness and O-coregular convergence are established. These results are then combined with known results about 0-regular and O-coregular convergence to obtain properties of certain inverse limit spaces. For example, if each X % is a simple closed curve and X is semi-locally connected and cyclic,(i.e., without cut points), then X is a simple closed curve. Similar theorms for 2-spheres and 2-cells are also obtained.
For definitions and results on semi-local connectedness see [5] loutside Ss( Note also that since X is compact it is locally connected (semi-locally connected) if and only if it is uniformly locally connected (uniformly semi-locally connected). In ( [7] , Theorem 1) it is shown that limd^π^u), π 4 (ι;)) = d (u, v Proof. Suppose {(X i9 d t )\i ^ n} is equi-uniformly semi-locally connected. For any ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that for any p in X, L and x and y in X t -S s!i (p) we have x and y are contained in a connected subset of Xi -S δ (p). Now suppose u and v are in X -S 8/3 (g) where π^q) = p. There exists a positive integer m such that if i ^ m then π^u) and TC^V) are in X t -S ε/3 (p). For iΞ>max(m, w) let iΓ« be a connected subset of X { -S 5 (p) containing π^u) and π^v). Let fl" 4 denote the closure of \Jj^ifjί [Kj] .
Each fli is a continuum, /*[-£?,•] c Hi for i > i, so H-lim^ίίj, {/ 4 1 H ί+1 )}) is a subcontinuum of X-S&(q) containing u and v. Hence since X is cyclic it is semi-locally connected. Now assume X is semi-locally connected and cyclic. Suppose ε > 0. Then there exists a δ* > 0 such that for any p in X if u and v are in X-Sφ(p) they lie in a connected subset of X-& /2 (p). There is a positive integer n such that if i ^ n and w and υ are in X then \d i (π i (u), π^v)) -cZ(^, v)\ < min (8*/6, ε/2). Now suppose i ^ n and a; and y are in X { for which x and t/ are in X { -S ε (Pi) where π % {p) = p t . There exists u and v in X such that π^u) = x and ^(v) = #. It follows u and v are in X -*S ε/2 (p) and hence u and i; lie in a connected subset K of X-S δ * /2 (p). Since diam (π:^P,)) < δ*/6 we have K (Ί ^(pj = Φ Therefore iti(K) is a connected subset of X; which contains x and 2/ and is contained in X { -Ss*ι B (p t ). Let 8 = 8*/3.
Then the collection {(-XT*, di)\i ^ ^} is equi-unif ormly semi-locally connected. Proof. It is obvious that X*, X*, converges to X. Suppose X is semi-locally connected and cyclic, then it follows from Theorem 1 that the collection {(X iy d t )\i Ξ> n) of metric spaces is equi-unif ormly semi-locally connected for some positive integer n. Since each h t is an isometry, it follows at once that X*, X 2 *, must converge 0-coregularly to X. Now suppose the sequence X*, Xt, converges 0-coregularly to X. Then by ([4] , Theorem 2.1) X must be semi-locally connected and cyclic. Proof. For compact spaces local connectedness implies semi-local connectedness. So X is semi-locally connected and cyclic. Therefore by Theorem 2 Xf -• X O-coregularly and by Lemma 2 Xf -> X O-regularly where Xf is isometric to X t . So by Lemma 1, X is a 2-sphere or a point and since π { maps X onto X if we have X is a 2-sphere. THEOREM 
If X is locally connected and cyclic and each X t is a 2-cell then X is a 2-cell.
Proof. Since X is locally connected and cyclic Xf -> X O-coregularly and by Lemma 2 Xf -* X O-regularly where Xf is isometric to X*. So by Lemma 1 X is a 2-cell, 2-sphere or a point. The third possibility is ruled out since π { maps X onto X t . Since the second Cech homology group of each X { is zero so is that of X. Hence the second possibility is ruled out also. So X is a 2-cell. 
